
Personality Test Assignment 
 

1) Click on the following link and take the free personality test. 
 
https://www.16personalities.com/free-personality-test 
 

2) Once you have completed the test, it will give you the option to have your results e-
mailed. Have the test results sent to your personal e-mail address. 

 
***I would highly suggest printing out your results.  
***You could ask other family members to complete the test. Before having your family 
complete the test, click on the “Personality Types” tab on top of the web page and try 
and predict the results. After the results are sent to each person, see if you were 
correct. 

 
3) Open/view your test results that was sent to your e-mail address. Click on your 

Personality type as seen below (your Personality type may be different) and answer the 
following questions…….(Answer on a separate sheet of paper writing in full sentences.)

Your Test Results 
Thank you for completing our personality test! Here is a copy of your results: 

 
Personality type: “The Logistician” (ISTJ-A) 
Individual traits: Introverted – 77%, Observant – 94%, Thinking – 70%, Judging – 
78%, Assertive – 64% 
Role: Sentinel 
Strategy: Confident Individualism 
Link to your profile: https://www.16personalities.com/profiles/48dc83a674e75 
You can also access your profile on our website by using the combination of your 
email address and this password: 1cf9f4c8 
VIEW YOUR PROFILE  

 

https://www.16personalities.com/free-personality-test


4)   Click on the Strengths and Weaknesses tab to see your results. List 3 Strengths and 3 
Weaknesses that your profile predicts. Do you agree or disagree with these results?  

�

My observation is that whenever one person is found adequate to the discharge of a duty... it is worse executed
by two persons, and scarcely done at all if three or more are employed therein.

— George Washington

The ISTJ personality type is thought to be the most abundant, making up around 13% of the

population. Their defining characteristics of integrity, practical logic and tireless dedication to

duty make ISTJs a vital core to many families, as well as organizations that uphold traditions,

rules and standards, such as law offices, regulatory bodies and military. People with the ISTJ
personality type enjoy taking responsibility for their actions, and take pride in the work they

do – when working towards a goal, ISTJs hold back none of their time and energy completing

each relevant task with accuracy and patience.

ISTJs don’t make many assumptions, preferring instead to analyze their surroundings, check

their facts and arrive at practical courses of action. ISTJ personalities are no-nonsense, and

when they’ve made a decision, they will relay the facts necessary to achieve their goal,

expecting others to grasp the situation immediately and take action. ISTJs have litt le

tolerance for indecisiveness, but lose patience even more quickly if their chosen course is

!

(/free-personality-test)
Already have your results? Log in.

1. Introduction  (/ ist j-personality)

2. Strengths & Weaknesses (/ istj-strengths-
and-weaknesses)

3. Rom antic Relationships (/ istj-
relationships-dating)

4. Friendships (/ istj-fr iends)

5. Parenthood (/ istj-parents)

6. Career  Paths (/ istj-careers)

7. Workplace Habits (/ istjs-at-work)

8. Conclusion (/ istj-conclusion)

9. Premium Profile (/premium-
profiles/ istj)

 



5) Click on the Relationships tab to see your results. What did you learn about your 
Relationship profile? Write a (3) sentence response.

�

My observation is that whenever one person is found adequate to the discharge of a duty... it is worse executed
by two persons, and scarcely done at all if three or more are employed therein.

— George Washington

The ISTJ personality type is thought to be the most abundant, making up around 13% of the

population. Their defining characteristics of integrity, practical logic and tireless dedication to

duty make ISTJs a vital core to many families, as well as organizations that uphold traditions,

rules and standards, such as law offices, regulatory bodies and military. People with the ISTJ
personality type enjoy taking responsibility for their actions, and take pride in the work they

do – when working towards a goal, ISTJs hold back none of their time and energy completing

each relevant task with accuracy and patience.

ISTJs don’t make many assumptions, preferring instead to analyze their surroundings, check

their facts and arrive at practical courses of action. ISTJ personalities are no-nonsense, and

when they’ve made a decision, they will relay the facts necessary to achieve their goal,

expecting others to grasp the situation immediately and take action. ISTJs have litt le

tolerance for indecisiveness, but lose patience even more quickly if their chosen course is

!

(/free-personality-test)
Already have your results? Log in.

1. Introduction  (/ ist j-personality)

2. Strengths & Weaknesses (/ istj-strengths-
and-weaknesses)

3. Rom antic Relationships (/ istj-
relationships-dating)

4. Friendships (/ istj-fr iends)

5. Parenthood (/ istj-parents)

6. Career  Paths (/ istj-careers)

7. Workplace Habits (/ istjs-at-work)

8. Conclusion (/ istj-conclusion)

9. Premium Profile (/premium-
profiles/ istj)

 



6) Click on the Friendship tab. What type of friend are you? Write a (3) sentence response.

�

My observation is that whenever one person is found adequate to the discharge of a duty... it is worse executed
by two persons, and scarcely done at all if three or more are employed therein.

— George Washington

The ISTJ personality type is thought to be the most abundant, making up around 13% of the

population. Their defining characteristics of integrity, practical logic and tireless dedication to

duty make ISTJs a vital core to many families, as well as organizations that uphold traditions,

rules and standards, such as law offices, regulatory bodies and military. People with the ISTJ
personality type enjoy taking responsibility for their actions, and take pride in the work they

do – when working towards a goal, ISTJs hold back none of their time and energy completing

each relevant task with accuracy and patience.

ISTJs don’t make many assumptions, preferring instead to analyze their surroundings, check

their facts and arrive at practical courses of action. ISTJ personalities are no-nonsense, and

when they’ve made a decision, they will relay the facts necessary to achieve their goal,

expecting others to grasp the situation immediately and take action. ISTJs have litt le

tolerance for indecisiveness, but lose patience even more quickly if their chosen course is

!

(/free-personality-test)
Already have your results? Log in.

1. Introduction  (/ ist j-personality)

2. Strengths & Weaknesses (/ istj-strengths-
and-weaknesses)

3. Rom antic Relationships (/ istj-
relationships-dating)

4. Friendships (/ istj-fr iends)

5. Parenthood (/ istj-parents)

6. Career  Paths (/ istj-careers)

7. Workplace Habits (/ istjs-at-work)

8. Conclusion (/ istj-conclusion)

9. Premium Profile (/premium-
profiles/ istj)

 



7) Click on the Parenthood tab. What type of parent are you predicted to be? Write a (3) 
sentence response.

�

My observation is that whenever one person is found adequate to the discharge of a duty... it is worse executed
by two persons, and scarcely done at all if three or more are employed therein.

— George Washington

The ISTJ personality type is thought to be the most abundant, making up around 13% of the

population. Their defining characteristics of integrity, practical logic and tireless dedication to

duty make ISTJs a vital core to many families, as well as organizations that uphold traditions,

rules and standards, such as law offices, regulatory bodies and military. People with the ISTJ
personality type enjoy taking responsibility for their actions, and take pride in the work they

do – when working towards a goal, ISTJs hold back none of their time and energy completing

each relevant task with accuracy and patience.

ISTJs don’t make many assumptions, preferring instead to analyze their surroundings, check

their facts and arrive at practical courses of action. ISTJ personalities are no-nonsense, and

when they’ve made a decision, they will relay the facts necessary to achieve their goal,

expecting others to grasp the situation immediately and take action. ISTJs have litt le

tolerance for indecisiveness, but lose patience even more quickly if their chosen course is

!

(/free-personality-test)
Already have your results? Log in.

1. Introduction  (/ ist j-personality)

2. Strengths & Weaknesses (/ istj-strengths-
and-weaknesses)

3. Rom antic Relationships (/ istj-
relationships-dating)

4. Friendships (/ istj-fr iends)

5. Parenthood (/ istj-parents)

6. Career  Paths (/ istj-careers)

7. Workplace Habits (/ istjs-at-work)

8. Conclusion (/ istj-conclusion)

9. Premium Profile (/premium-
profiles/ istj)

 



8) Click on the Career Path tab.  What are (3) of your predicted career paths? Write a (3) 
sentence response explaining your thoughts of the accuracy of these results. 

�

My observation is that whenever one person is found adequate to the discharge of a duty... it is worse executed
by two persons, and scarcely done at all if three or more are employed therein.

— George Washington

The ISTJ personality type is thought to be the most abundant, making up around 13% of the

population. Their defining characteristics of integrity, practical logic and tireless dedication to

duty make ISTJs a vital core to many families, as well as organizations that uphold traditions,

rules and standards, such as law offices, regulatory bodies and military. People with the ISTJ
personality type enjoy taking responsibility for their actions, and take pride in the work they

do – when working towards a goal, ISTJs hold back none of their time and energy completing

each relevant task with accuracy and patience.

ISTJs don’t make many assumptions, preferring instead to analyze their surroundings, check

their facts and arrive at practical courses of action. ISTJ personalities are no-nonsense, and

when they’ve made a decision, they will relay the facts necessary to achieve their goal,

expecting others to grasp the situation immediately and take action. ISTJs have litt le

tolerance for indecisiveness, but lose patience even more quickly if their chosen course is

!

(/free-personality-test)
Already have your results? Log in.

1. Introduction  (/ ist j-personality)

2. Strengths & Weaknesses (/ istj-strengths-
and-weaknesses)

3. Rom antic Relationships (/ istj-
relationships-dating)

4. Friendships (/ istj-fr iends)

5. Parenthood (/ istj-parents)

6. Career  Paths (/ istj-careers)

7. Workplace Habits (/ istjs-at-work)

8. Conclusion (/ istj-conclusion)

9. Premium Profile (/premium-
profiles/ istj)

 



9) Click on the Workplace habits tab. Write a (3) sentence response discussing the 
predicted habits you will have in your future workplace. 

�

My observation is that whenever one person is found adequate to the discharge of a duty... it is worse executed
by two persons, and scarcely done at all if three or more are employed therein.

— George Washington

The ISTJ personality type is thought to be the most abundant, making up around 13% of the

population. Their defining characteristics of integrity, practical logic and tireless dedication to

duty make ISTJs a vital core to many families, as well as organizations that uphold traditions,

rules and standards, such as law offices, regulatory bodies and military. People with the ISTJ
personality type enjoy taking responsibility for their actions, and take pride in the work they

do – when working towards a goal, ISTJs hold back none of their time and energy completing

each relevant task with accuracy and patience.

ISTJs don’t make many assumptions, preferring instead to analyze their surroundings, check

their facts and arrive at practical courses of action. ISTJ personalities are no-nonsense, and

when they’ve made a decision, they will relay the facts necessary to achieve their goal,

expecting others to grasp the situation immediately and take action. ISTJs have litt le

tolerance for indecisiveness, but lose patience even more quickly if their chosen course is

!

(/free-personality-test)
Already have your results? Log in.

1. Introduction  (/ ist j-personality)

2. Strengths & Weaknesses (/ istj-strengths-
and-weaknesses)

3. Rom antic Relationships (/ istj-
relationships-dating)

4. Friendships (/ istj-fr iends)

5. Parenthood (/ istj-parents)

6. Career  Paths (/ istj-careers)

7. Workplace Habits (/ istjs-at-work)

8. Conclusion (/ istj-conclusion)

9. Premium Profile (/premium-
profiles/ istj)

 



10) Click on the Conclusion tab.  Write a (3) sentence response. What is your results? Do 
you agree or disagree with the conclusion? 

�

My observation is that whenever one person is found adequate to the discharge of a duty... it is worse executed
by two persons, and scarcely done at all if three or more are employed therein.

— George Washington

The ISTJ personality type is thought to be the most abundant, making up around 13% of the

population. Their defining characteristics of integrity, practical logic and tireless dedication to

duty make ISTJs a vital core to many families, as well as organizations that uphold traditions,

rules and standards, such as law offices, regulatory bodies and military. People with the ISTJ
personality type enjoy taking responsibility for their actions, and take pride in the work they

do – when working towards a goal, ISTJs hold back none of their time and energy completing

each relevant task with accuracy and patience.

ISTJs don’t make many assumptions, preferring instead to analyze their surroundings, check

their facts and arrive at practical courses of action. ISTJ personalities are no-nonsense, and

when they’ve made a decision, they will relay the facts necessary to achieve their goal,

expecting others to grasp the situation immediately and take action. ISTJs have litt le

tolerance for indecisiveness, but lose patience even more quickly if their chosen course is

!

(/free-personality-test)
Already have your results? Log in.

1. Introduction  (/ ist j-personality)

2. Strengths & Weaknesses (/ istj-strengths-
and-weaknesses)

3. Rom antic Relationships (/ istj-
relationships-dating)

4. Friendships (/ istj-fr iends)

5. Parenthood (/ istj-parents)

6. Career  Paths (/ istj-careers)

7. Workplace Habits (/ istjs-at-work)

8. Conclusion (/ istj-conclusion)

9. Premium Profile (/premium-
profiles/ istj)

 



11) All answers should be completed on a 
separate paper. Answers can be typed or 
hand-written. Be prepared to turn in your 
answers at the beginning of class on the due 
date and to discuss your results with 
classmates. 


